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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE INFO

Background: Statins are among useful drug to prevent hyperlipidemia and subsequent
cardiovascular diseases. Having an equal access to these drugs are very important for health
policy makers.
Methods: Provincial data of statin supply for Iran in 2013 were used in this study. Concentration index,
GINI coefficient, concentration curve and Lorenz curve were calculated to show the level of inequality
in access of statins. The percentage of population more than 65 years old was used as the need index. A
panel data regression was used to estimate the contributing factors of inequality.
Results: GINI index was 0.297 for lovastatin, 0.322 for atorvastatin and 0.526 for simvastatin.
GINI index for overall statin use was 0.303. Concentration index was not significant for
atorvastatin and simvastatin while it was 0.160 for lovastatin. The coefficient of income was -1.75
for lovastatin, 1.04 for atorvastatin and -1.117 for simvastatin. The regression model showed that
household income was independently contributed to decrease in Lovastatin (B = -1.752) and
Simvastatin (B = -1.118) and increase in Atorvastatin (B = 1.04) access. Higher percentage of
people with academic education, the number of physician, and price of drug were another
significant predictors of statin access.
Conclusion: The inequality for access in Simvastatin was greater than other statins. Household
income and price of drug were among important contributors of statin access. For increasing
access to statins it is suggested to increase the coverage of health insurance.
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Development of statins has been introduced as one of the most
promising approach for treating cholesterolemia and preventing

cardiovascular diseases. Clinical trials has shown that statins
reduce the risk of vascular events in all age groups (1, 2). The
useful effects of statins led to increase their acceptability all
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over the world and categorized them as a useful preventive and
therapeutic drugs (3). However, there are some variations in
access of statins between and within countries. Statin access
and improving adherence to this drug are very important for
health policy makers (4). Previous studies suggest that people
with lower socioeconomic condition are less likely to access
statin (4, 5). Furthermore, there are some other non-modifiable
characteristics such as age, sex, race and the experience of
physicians that may influence statin access (6-9).
One of the most critical features of health service planning
is a fair distribution of drug supply to meet health needs of
all population in a community (10-13). To achieve the goal of
health for all, health care should be available based on need and
not willingness or ability to pay. Drug supply is considered as
availability of drug in the market that is different from drug
utilization. It is important to improve equity in utilization of
drug, but amount of utilization is difficult to calculate because
of requirement to expensive household surveys, and detailed
information of completed treatment course in patients. Instead,
calculating supply of drugs is more feasible using data registry
at drug and food organizations that is publicly available in
ministry of health organizations.
Iran is a middle income country in western Asia. The
government is the major funder and responsible for drug
distribution in Iran. Recent huge migration from rural
areas along with population aging may cause some source
of inequality in drug access. Inequality in health care
access and drug supply been studied in several countries
but there is limited evidence in Iran. Therefore, the aim of
this study was to measure the inequality in statin access
and contributing factors using provincial data. For this
purpose we calculated concentration index (CI) and
concentration curve for each type of statin and assessed the
reason of inequality by regressing socioeconomic factors
to statins access.

Study design and data
This was a cross sectional study using provincial level data.
Provincial data of statins supply in Iran in 2013 were used in
this study. We used statin supply as an indicator to show the
access to statins. There are 3 forms of statin in Iran; lovastatin,
atorvastatin and simvastatin. Data of statins supply were
changed to the dose of supply for each province. Statins supply
data were gathered from Iranian Ministry of Health annual
Pharma Statistics, Iran food and drug organization.
Socioeconomic data were gathered from Iran Statistical Center.
Iran contain 30 provinces but data for 3 new separated
provinces, Alborz, North Khorasan and South Khorasan were
not available so this study contained 28 provinces data. GINI
coefficient, concentration index (CI) and concentration curve
(CC) were calculated to show the inequality in statin access in
Iran. Percentage of people more than 65 years old was used as
need index in CI and CC. These indicators were calculated for

each drug separately and an overall supply was also calculated.
In this study because of using previously gathered data, no
informed consent declaration was needed and no human/
animal rights were violated.
GINI and concentration index, Lorenz and concentration
curve
The balance of drug accessibility is very important for policy
makers. One of the indicators, which could show this balance is
the Lorenz curve. Lorenz curve shows how much the drugs are
supplied or accessed equally. Lorenz curve has an equality line.
For between-province data, if the accessibility curve placed
near the equality line, it is indicated that drug is accessed more
equal between provinces in comparison with a curve placed
further from equality line. GINI index is the numerical form of
the Lorenz curve. It varies from zero and one. Zero is the
complete equality and one is complete inequality.
Concentration curve shows the share of accessibility for
cumulative percentage of provinces which are ranked from
more needy ones to richer ones. Similar to Lorenz curve, if
the accessibility curve places near the equality line, the drug
is available equally. The difference between CC and Lorenz
is that in CC, the inequality is calculated in regard with
need. Concentration index (CI) is the numerical form of CC.
The value of CI is varied between -1 and +1 which -1 is
complete inequality favors the poor and +1 is complete
inequality favors the rich.
Results of the model estimation
Panel data regression model was used for estimating the
sources of inequality. These models were estimated for each
drug separately. The dependent variable (util) was the dose
of supply of each type of statin in each province between
2008 and 2013 in milligrams. Because the model is
nonlinear, we transformed it to logarithm scale, as follows:
Log(util)it=B0+B1Log(price)it+B2Log(edu)it+B3Log(urb)it+B
4Log(doc)it+B5Log(pop65)it+B6Log(income)it+ uit
Where B0 is the intercept, B1 to B6 denote the coefficients of
determinant variables in order: the average price of each
drug in each province in Iranian Rials, the number of people
with academic degree in the province, the number people
lived in urban regions, the number of physician in each
province, the number of people more than 65 years old, the
average household income in Iranian Rials. The statistics
were gathered for each province between 2008 and 2013. u it
is the the residual of the estimated model.
Hausman test was used for choosing fixed or random effect
models. All analyses was performed in STATA SE version 14.

Descriptive results
The trend and dose of access to statins are shown in table 1.
These values are in milligram. As shown in the table, access
to lovastatin and simvastatin has been decreased but
atorvastatin access has been increased.

Table 1. The Trend and Dose of Access to Statins in Iran from 2008 to 2013
Drug Name
Lovastatin
Atorvastatin
Simvastatin
Overall

2008
4.09 * 107
6.90*107
1.11*107
1.21*108

2009
3.47*107
1.08*108
1.24*107
1.55*108

2010
2.23*107
1.22*108
4865093
1.49*108

2011
1.74*107
1.84*108
7016459
2.09*108

2012
1.00*107
1.97*108
6880771
2.14*108

2013
1.04*107
1.41*108
5000357
1.57*108

Doses are in milligram
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The highest dose of overall statin access was in 2012 (2.14*108
Milligram) and the lowest was in 2008 (1.21*108 milligram).
Inequality indices
The results of GINI and concentration indices for per capita
lovastatin, simvastatin and atorvastatin access are shown in
table 2. According to standard error values, the estimates
were significant for all of them. GINI index for overall
statin use was 0.303. The GINI index revealed an inequality
in access to statins between provinces in Iran. These
inequalities were higher for simvastatin accessibility in
comparison with other drugs. The need index used for
concentration index calculates inequality in regard with
need. In concentration index, population more than 65 years
were used as the need index. So, it is inferred that in
provinces with higher percentage of elderlies, there are more
need to statins. The results of CI showed that only lovastatin
had a significant unequal distribution between provinces
(Concentration index = 0.160). Other statin accessibilities
did not have significant unequal distributions in regard with
need i.e. population over 65 years old.
Lorenz curves of statins supply are shown in figure 1. The
Y-axis of this curve shows the cumulative access of percapita statin supply for each province and the X-axis depicts
the cumulative access of per-capita statin supply from
lowest to highest access. As shown, the simvastatin curve is
further from equality line in comparison with other curves
so there is more inequality in distribution of simvastatin.

The panel regression model
The results of three regression models are shown in table 3.
Based on the results of Hausman test, the fixed effect model
were used to estimate the coefficient. As shown in the table,
income was a reason of inequality. However it has different
association with each drugs. The coefficient of income was 1.75 for lovastatin, 1.04 for atorvastatin and -1.117 for
simvastatin. Atorvastatin supply has been increased by
increasing in per capita income of families but lovastatin and
simvastatin supply has been decreased. Because of not using
logarithm form model, these results could not be indicated as
elasticity. In addition, in more educated provinces less statins
were supplied. The coefficient of drug price was negative in
all three models (lovastatin= -0.0153, atorvastatin = -0.00275,
simvastatin = -0.01286) so it could be indicated that by
increase in the price of statins, supply was decreased.

Figure 2. Concentration Curve of Statin Access

Figure 1. Lorenz Curve for Statin Access

In figure 2, concentration curves of statins supply are
shown. The Y-axis of this figure is similar to figure 1, but in
the X-axis, the provinces are ranked by percentage of
population more than 65 years old. In both figures, the
curves of lovastatin and overall statin supply were near to
each other. This arises from the high proportion of
lovastatin in overall statin supply which disappears the
effects of other drugs.

The results of this study showed that statins supply has been
increased till 2012 but for 2013 there was a decrease. The
average price of statins were lower in 2012 in comparison
with other years so the access of statins was higher in this
year. The results of inequality indices showed that, however
the per capita use of Atorvastatin and Simvastatin had
unequal distributions between provinces, these distributions
were in regard with the provinces with higher percentages of
elderlies. So it was indicated that the distribution of statins
supply was not significantly unequal when the need was
noticed. However per capita supply of Lovastatin was
unequal when we noticed to the need index.
The results of regression model showed that income had
negative relationship with lovastatin and simvastatin supply.
These drugs are substitutes of each other, when the income
increases, atorvastatin supply increase because the
prescription of atorvastatin in comparison with lovastatin
and simvastatin increases.

Table 2. The Results of GINI and Concentration Indexes for Per Capita Lovastatin, Simvastatin and Atorvastatin Uses
Drug name
Lovastatin
Atorvastatin
Simvastatin
Overall
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GINI index

Concentration index

Estimate

Standard error

Estimate

Standard error

0.297248*
0.322234*
0.5264407*
0.3037152*

0.0392507
0.0593675
0.1219441
0.0542224

0.16029364*
0.14717523
0.14482777
0.14816099

0.05527351
0.08684474
0.07795357
0.07905605
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Table 3. Estimates of Demographic and Socioeconomic Factors on Dose of Statin Access Using Panel Regression Model
Variables
Household income
Population over 65 years
No. of Physician
No. of urban residence
Population
No. of people with academic degree
Price of drug
Constant
Hausman teat

Lovastatin model
coefficient

S.E

-1.751955 **
0.1112741
0.0146615
0.1426457
-0.2125734**
0.0607988
-0.3820541
0.4940759
0.6620283
0.6055004
0.0130898
0.0299901
-0.01536**
0.0076585
47.58353**
2.526452
P-value = 0.0006

Atorvastatin model
coefficient

Simvastatin model

S.E

coefficient

1.040632**
0.1133896
0.0727459
0.1597429
0.0401783
0.0681672
-0.1298312
0.4375009
0.7357312
0.5295144
0.041893**
0.01864
-0.002756**
0.000767
-5.837366**
2.537528
P-value = 0.0073

S.E

-1.117915 **
0.1613919
-0.0921143
0.2065258
-0.04197**
0.0876829
0.0696575
0.7155336
-0.3558397
0.8767591
0.0192504
0.0435354
-0.012866**
0.0058545
38.85787 **
3.662275
P-value = 0.0000

Abbreviation: SE, Standard error. ** Significant at P-value < 0.05

So by income increment, access to atorvastatin would be
increased, but access to lovastatin and simvastatin would be
decreased. It is important to note that the models are
estimated and the coefficients of income are not income
elasticity of demand and they are income elasticity of
expenditures. If it is assumed that there is balance in supply
and demand of statins, from the estimated coefficients, it
could be indicated that lovastatin and simvastatin are
inferior object, because income elasticity of supply in these
two drugs are negative. The income elasticity of supply for
atorvastatin was more than one and it could be indicated that
atorvastatin was a luxury drug. Shimony et al. found that in
higher income countries patients like to use more statins
(14). Wallach-Kildemoes et al. in a study conducted in
Denmark found that by decreasing in income, statin therapy
would be decreased (15). Chan et al. found similar results
for adherence to statins (16). Norris et al. in a study
performed in New Zealand in 2014, assessed equity in use
of statin. Using prescribing data, they found that statin use
was in accordance with pattern of need and older ages used
more statin (4). Chan et al. in 2010 found that elderly
patients have more adherence to statins (16). Percentage of
population more than 65 years old did not have any
relationships with statins access. In a study performed by
Ward et al. in Australia, the authors surveyed 132 general
physicians (GP) practice about prescribing statins. They
found inequity in statin prescribing among these GPs and
tried to found the sources of inequity. They found that there
was relationship between statin prescribing and age. They
used age as a need index in this study (17). Education had
positive relationship with atorvastatin supply. By increasing
in the level of education, the population will be more aware
about the diseases while try to adherence to preventive
drugs. Similar results were found by stocks et al. in
Australia and Thomson et al. in Denmark (9, 18). Thomsen
et al. in a study done in Denmark, analyzed prescribing data
between 1995 and 1999. After adjustment for age and
urbanization, among men with higher socioeconomic status,
use of statin was higher but no relationships were found for
women (18). Manderbacka et al. found positive relationship
between socioeconomic status and statin use in Finland (19).
The price of drug had negative relationship with statin
supply. In the balance between demand and supply, by
increasing in the prices, the supply of drugs will be
decreased. The coefficients of price in the models could be
indicated as price elasticity of supply. All of drugs have
very low price elasticity of supply, and changes in the
prices, do not change the amount of supply. Drugs and other

health services have similar price elasticity too(20). Jung
et al. in United States found that Statin compliance was
decreased when price of it increased(21). Karaca-Mandic found
similar results in united states in 2013 (22). Health insurances
are responsible to provide drugs with low price elasticity. These
drugs are not face with moral hazard and other insurance
failures. Increasing in insurance coverage of statins not only
help to increase utilization and supply for lower income
populations, but also improves equality in statin use (21, 23).
Studies showed some other contributing factors to access of
statin such as administrative factors being as minority (17).
Norris et al. found that Maori as a minority group in New
Zealand used more statins especially in older age groups with
higher risk of cardiovascular diseases (4). Choudhry et al.
found that low statin access may reflect problems with
affordability, access to health care, and cultural barriers (23).
Limitations of the study
In this study macro data of provinces of Iran were used.
Macro data could not be interpreted and inference to
individuals. We used drug supply as an indicator for access
to statins. We were not able to calculate financial access to
drug use and only focused on drug supply in pharmacies.
Access to statins does not mean prescribing or utilizing
them. We assumed that if the statin market was in balance,
the supply of statins could be indicated as its prescription.

Access to statin in Iran is not unequal in regard with need.
Use of statins depended on income and prices. One of the
main aims of the governments is to improve health in the
population. Coronary heart disease is the first cause of
mortality and is responsible for about half of all deaths in
the population IRAN. Increase in level of Low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) or bad cholesterol are the one of the
major causes of cardiovascular disease. Decreasing
hyperlipidemia is a way to decrease the incidence of
cardiovascular diseases and using statins could be helpful
for this purpose. Policy makers must make policies to
increase use of statins due to the importance of these drugs
to decrease prevalence of cholesterolemia. Policies like
increase the coverage of insurances, education of
physicians, people and promotion policies are very useful in
this case. For future studies it is suggested to calculate
inequality in use of statins at individual level.
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